Determination of lithology from well logs is the subject of interest of many geologists. The method introduced in this paper gives an automatic determination of lithology from well logs using a 1-nearest neighbor classifier. The 1-nearest neighbor rule (1-NNR) with editing and condensing techniques 4 used for the design of 1-NN classifier.For this study a training data set has been obtained from a key well in (ABU GARADIG) field. This well has a suitable suite of logs and a continuous core as a geological reference. First, the training data set is edited to obtain a homogeneous clusters of data that improves the performance of the 1-NNR. Basic condensing technique and the ordered condensing technique are applied on the edited data set to obtain a reference patterns for the 1-NN classifier. HOLD-OUT method and ROTATION method are used to estimate the performance of the 1-NN classifier. Both methods partition the edited data set into design data set and test data set. The 1-NN classifier is trained on design data set and tested on the test data set. The estimated recognition rate of the proposed classifier using all patterns in the design data set as a reference patterns is compared with ones using condensed data subset and ordered condensed data subset.The comparison have demonstrated that the 1-NN classifier using ordered condensed data subset as a reference patterns is the optimum one in this application. The designed classifier is tested on other several wells in the same field.The analysis of the experimental results demonstrates that all the output lithologies are in accordance with geological references.
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II. TRAINING DATA ACQUISITION Area Under Study
A training data set has been obtained from AG-25 well in ABU-GARADIG field in the WESTERN DESERT. This key well has a suitable suite of logs and a continuous core as a geological reference. The construction of the training data is the critical step in the developed system because it requires careful core to log correlation to determine the correctly lithology label for each sample of d log readings at a given depth.
Core To Log Correlation
The available logs in the key well which are used in the present study are shown in Table 1 . The training data log samples are subdivided into five classes (lithologies) on the basis of core to log correlation. The number of samples for each lithology is shown in Table 2 . 
However this 1-NN classifier has one major drawback, that is to cla sift' an unknown sample xo, it requires the computation of distances between xo , and all samples in the training data set. Therefore while maintaining the highest possible recognition rate we would like to use a small number of reference patterns. In this paper we shall use a method of editing and condensing to solve this problem.
Training Data Editing
Given training data set (xl , xN), with known classification, it will be some times the case that some of samples from one class will lie in a region where most of observations are from another class. It such a case, it may be possible to improve the 1-NNR performance by removing from the training data these samples which are surrounded by samples from a different class. This problem was discussed in (4l and it was proved that after editing of the training data set, the 1-NNR performance is improved as follows E* 4 El .<
E* (4)
So the MULTI EDIT algorithm in (5] is applied on the present training data set. Subsequently classification is performed using 1-NNR with the remaining data as a design set. Table 3 shows the results of applying MULTI EDIT algorithm on the training data set. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the performance of the algorithm for the training data set in a 2-dimensional normalized space (Resistivity & Sonic).
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Training Data Condensing
The multi edit algorithm has created homogeneous clusters of samples. The 1-NNR using the edited data implements a piecewise linear decision boundary which is the sample-based approximation of the BAYES optimal decision boundary. The sample based decision boundary is defined by a small number of samples belonging to outer envelopes of the clusters. The samples which do not contribute to define boundary, for example these samples which deeply imbeded within the clusters, may be discarded with no effect on the subsequent performance of the 1-NNR. This is the basic idea in the condensing technique. Two condensing techniques are considered in the study, the basic condensing algorithm and modified condensing algorithm [6J. r Basic condensing algorithm step 1 : set up bins called STORE and GARBBAGE, the first sample in the edited training data set is placed in STORE, all other samples in GARBBAGE. step 2 : use 1-NNR with current content of STORE to classify the ith sample from GARRABAGE, IF classified correctly the sample is returned to GARBBAGE, otherwise it is placed in STORE. Repeat this procedure for all samples in GARBBAGE. step 3 : if one complete pass is made through step 2 with no transfer from GARBBAGE to STORE or the GARBBAGE is exahausted, then terminate else go to step 2.
The final contents of STORE constitute the condensed subset to be used with I-NNR as a reference patterns and the contents of the GARBBAGE are discarded. The basic algorithm processes the samples randomly, so internal rather than boundary samples are occasionally retained. This means that the condensed subset is larger than necessary and contains interior samples which could be eleminated completely without changing the 1-NNR performance.
The modification algorithm would work essentially as basic algorithm but would only arrange the original samples in some order such that samples close to decision boundary would be only used.
Modified condensing algorithm step 1 : for each sample x of edited training data set , find the nearest neighbor xNN from opposite class. Also record the distance between x and xNN and associate it with xNN . step 2 : using the results from step 1, order the samples according to associated distances in an ascending order. step 3 : continue with the basic algorithm.
The final contents of STORE in this case constitute the ordered condensed subset.
Performance Estimation
The edited training data set is partitioned into two sets, design set and test set, in different ways using HOLD-OUT method and ROTATION method (10] . The 1-NN classifier is trained on design set and tested on the test set. The estimated recognition rates of the 1-NN classifier using all samples in the design set as a reference patterns are compared with ones using condensed subset and ordered condensed subset of the design set as a reference patterns.The comparison results are shown in Table 4 . and Table 5 . From these tables, the 1-NN classifier using ordered condensed subset as a reference patterns is the optimum one because it still gives high recognition rates for both the design set (100 %) and the test set (97.53 9') even though the number of reference patterns is only (9) patterns.
So modified condensing algorithm is applied on all samples of the edited training data set to obtain the reference patterns of proposed 1-NN lithology classifier. Fig.5 shows the reference patterns for the edited data in Fig.4 after applying Table 6 . From the obtained results we can conclude that the developed classifier works satisfactorily.The developed system has the advantage of being fully automatic as the interpretation work is done once (training phase) for all other wells. But the quality of results critically depends on the quality and relevance of the training data set.
In order to further improve the performance of the proposed approach, more training samples are required and more carefull are need for depth matching and manual logs to core correlation.
Future developments in the present work will be mainly in the direction of the feature selection analysis.
